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About the Book

The beautiful true story of Tiny Dancer begins in 2001, in a tiny desert village in the middle of Afghanistan, when nine-

year-old Zubaida ("Zu-BAY-dah") falls into a kerosene fire and sustains horrific injuries. She never loses consciousness, 

even throughout being stripped of her burned skin by impoverished doctors who lack medication. Every doctor that her 

father takes her to see advises him to pray for her to die. Still Zubaida hangs on for months, even as thick masses of scar 

tissue begin to take over her body and strangle her from within. Eight months after the fire, an American Special Forces 

Sergeant spots Zubaida and her father in the marketplace. When he learns that "nothing" can be done for her, he and a 

host of other American soldiers take a series of risks to get her into the military medical system. The Sergeant later 

comments, as do many others in this story, about the compelling nature of Zubaida's eyes and of the energy she projects, 

even though she cannot speak clearly or form an expression.

Eventually, a private network of Americans brings her to America for a year of restorative surgeries. She attends school 

for the first time --- and flourishes. Her natural leadership qualities instantly emerge, and a tight group of friends 

responds to her charisma. She learns functional English in twelve weeks, between her repeated surgical procedures.

A year later, Zubaida is restored by surgical miracles. She returns to her clan, eager to be home again. But her eyes have 

been opened. Her independent learning process has begun. If she is returned to the tribal system she will be nothing but 

marriage fodder: "a woman who must serve." She feels like a beautiful ship in a bottle, isolated back in her village. 

Finally, a long list of American and international donors fund moving Zubaida and her family into the city of Herat, 

where she and her sisters can go to school --- with the first Afghan girls to be able to attend school in two generations. 

She represents today's emerging Afghan women, and she is clearly the sort of spirit they will need to prevent the clouds 

of fundamentalist misogyny from enshrouding them once again.

Zubaida's individual story of restoration is also a clear and present portrait of the American Heart.
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Discussion Guide

1. When the Special Forces Sergeant first encountered Zubaida, he found himself confronted with a powerful ethical 

dilemma. He could not make himself turn away from her, but there are strong military regulations against pulling a 

civilian into combat hospitals. (What if insurgents were using her as a decoy?) He risked a court martial and 

imprisonment, but went ahead anyway, as did others. How would you have handled it?

2. How much does reading mean to you? Throughout the reign of the extremist Taliban regime, women in Afghanistan 

who dared to meet to teach reading or discuss books could be beaten, tortured, and even expelled from their families by 

order of the ruling local cleric. Would you dare to meet with other readers under such conditions? If not, could you stand 

to go without reading?

3. Many people have asked why there should have been so much help for one little girl, in a world filled with suffering 

children. Nobody involved in the story can explain it, but many commented that this story seemed to have a life of its 

own. One wrote about the strange "divine coincidences" that kept occurring. According to your belief system, do you 

think it is possible that some larger force was at work, or was Zubaida simply lucky?

4. Do you vote? Even though many pundits predicted possible violence against Afghan women who dared to actually 

show up at the poles and exercise their newly won right to vote, the women turned out in a wide majority to help elect 

President Ahmed Karzai. One woman walked into the polling place from her birthing bed, carrying her newborn. If you 

don't vote, what would it take to making voting seem worthwhile to you?

5. The specter of a renewed Taliban hovers behind the continuing violence from Islamic fundamentalist groups, and 

Taliban sympathizers remain poised to envelop Afghanistan once again. However, this time they will face a female 

population who has tasted individual freedom and literacy for the first time in their lives. Do you think that they will 

tolerate renewed oppression?

6. All over Afghanistan, there is a continuing crisis with burn and explosion injuries from millions of landmines and bits 

of unexploded ordnance. Do you see the possibility of American private aid establishing burn centers in Afghanistan? 

Even though they might be taken over and used by enemy forces, if the Taliban returns?

7. People often ask each other what books we would want to have with us on a desert island. Are there any that you 

would risk your life to own?

8. Why do you think that Zubaida was able to acclimate to life in an affluent American surgeon's home and to an 

American school, but then freely give it up and eagerly return to her desert village?

9. Zubaida's father was sick with dread over the prospect of leaving Zubaida in America for a year of life among "the 

Others." Even though she was exposed to every "decadent" pleasure that life in Southern California can offer, she ended 

her year there without feeling as if she ever met any of "the Others." How is that so?

(a) Or did the individual awakening that she experienced here constitute the very "corruption" that the fundamentalist 

mullahs fear?



10. This book posits that the combination of personal freedom and opportunity in America allows innate human 

compassion to intersect with the personal ability to affect change, and that typical American optimism is to trust that 

others on the path ahead will make similar choices, to keep the motion going. If that's true, you should be able to think of 

other situations where a number of individuals each made small, independent acts of conscience, and where those actions 

then connected in some way to create a positive change. Can you?

Author Bio
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Critical Praise

"After reading Tiny Dancer, one cannot help but be in awe of the human spirit. And it is a story of profound 

transformation, not merely physical, but that of the heart."
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